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Detailed Program & Rundown

Day 1 (6 December 2022)
19-21 WIB (Indonesia Western Time) UTC +7
09-11 ART (Argentina Time) UTC -3

Political Economy Development Context in the Framework of SEA-LAC South-South Cooperation (SSC) Scheme

Keynote Talks

Prof. Pio Quinto Garcia Parra (Colombia)
Analysis and Perspectives of Southeast Asia-Latin America and the Caribbean Cooperation: A Holistic Approach

Dr. Lili Yulyadi Arnakim (Indonesia)
(ttitle/topic to be announced/tba)

Paper/Abstract Outline Presentations

1. Social Solidarity Economy in Countering Southeast Asia and Latin America’s Political Decay
2. Challenges and Opportunities on the Post-Pandemic Commodities Exchange: Case of Indonesia-MERCOSUR
4. The Changing Role of Youth in the Political Sector in Indonesia in the Post-Pandemic Era

Discussants

Ruvisleib Gonzalez (Cuba)
Leonardo Funes (Argentina)
Prof. Oscar E. Fernández-Guillén (Venezuela)
Day 2 (7 December 2022)
19-21 WIB (Indonesia Western Time) UTC +7
09-11 ART (Argentina Time) UTC -3

Aspects of Environmental Issues & Climate Movement in the Framework of SEA-LAC SSC Scheme

Keynote Talks

Dr. Yves Remy (Barbados)

(title/topic tba)

Dr. Florencia Rubiolo (Argentina)

South-South Intra-Regional Cooperation: Experiences and Good Practices of ASEAN for Latin America

Paper/Abstract Outline Presentations

1. Telescoping Circular Economy Awareness from the Perspectives of Fast Fashion Consumers and Local Policy Makers: An Empirical Study in East Kalimantan
2. ‘Climate-Proofing’ Latin American Education Sector through STEM Program for the New Normal
3. Reporting Environmental Justice through Developing ASEAN Millennial Community Digital Town Square

Discussants

Daniel Petz (Austria/Indonesia)
Mauro Scabuzzo (Argentina/Indonesia)

Day 3 (8 December 2022)
19-21 WIB (Indonesia Western Time) UTC +7
09-11 ART (Argentina Time) UTC -3

Issues on Industrial and Digital Transformation in the Framework of SEA-LAC SSC Scheme

Keynote Talks

Dr. Thi Thu Huong Trinh (Vietnam)

(title/topic tba)
Dr. Paula Ruiz-Camacho (Colombia)

Smart South-South Cooperation in Emerging Countries

Paper/Abstract Outline Presentations

1. Digitalizing MSMEs in ASEAN: A Pathway to Achieve Economic Inclusivity
2. The Potential of Sustainable Competitive Advantage of Halal SMEs for Trade in ASEAN
3. East Caribbean South-South Triangular Cooperation in Supporting Digital Transformation in Grenada

Discussants

Mario Arturo Estrada Ruiz (Argentina/Indonesia)
Siti Daulah Khoiriati (Indonesia)
Sebastian Sterzer (Argentina/Indonesia)